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 		----------------------------------------------------
		|	Chummer, sometimes there really is a paradise |
		|								   	      |
		|	Doesn't change anything though,	   	      |
		|								   	      |
		|	You're still not invited				      |
		----------------------------------------------------

TiaVale

Description

	Dropping down to the South and East from Mount Timpanogas is a wonder of natural beauty 
and natural resources, neatly sheilded and collected into several vales.  This is also the site of what 
is now nicknamed "Shamenlot" -- a neo Camelot for shamenistic practices.

	This area is now the largest commonly known medicine lodge.  With controlled access (only 
Sun Dancing, Midway Kimball and Park City have open entrances), it is a place where the 
shamenistic spirit world touches the mortal plane.

	Inside of TiaVale shamen take the form of Great Animals.  Wolf Shamen become Great 
Wolves, Snake Shamen become Great Snakes, etc.  (Treat any shaman in TiaVale as having the same 
characteristics as base animal + force {i.e. [magic - 6]}

	E.g. Running Death, a Wolf Shamen with Magic of 12 (Initiate 7 of Blood Brothers) would 
be a Great Wolf, force 6 with the following characteristics:
	B/(5+F; Q/(5+F); S/(4+F); C/(R+F); I/(4+F); W/(2+F); E/(6+F); R/(5+F) that is:  B = 11; Q 
= 11; S = 10; C = +6; I = 10; W = 7; E = 7; R = 11.

	For ever ten years spent in TiaVale the shaman will heal from one year of aging.  Thus a fifty 
year old shaman who spent 100 years in TiaVale would be only forty years old physically.

	One must be an adept or an initiate to enter TiaVale.  Only shamenistic magic-users are 
allowed.  The mountain crests that create the vales are also Force 60 barriers that swarm with spirits.

	In addition to animal totems, there are also Tree totem shamen present.  Tree is meditative 
and slow.  Those who chance upon Tree and become its shamen become meditative and slow.  The 
outside world has no safe place for them.  TiaVale shelters them and allows them to grow.

	From the outside TiaVale appears to be shrouded in walls of mist and rainbows.

	Currently only the Sun Dancing gate is open

Economy
 	TiaVale is semi-static.  Most creatures there are spirit beings with or without physical forms.  
Aside from plant life and some animals, there is little to eat or to support life in patterns we would understand.

	Substantial food-stuffs and talismonger items are imported daily.  Many shamen travel to 
TiaVale for magical studies and workings.  Gifts (usually of food or fetish supplies) are required for 
entrance.

	TiaVale exports spell locks.  The procedes, brokered through the MorUtes, pay for the needs 
of the inhabitants of Shamenlot.


Down Side

	TiaVale is a trap.  A shamen who spends too much time in TiaVale has no reason or desire 
to leave.  He ceases to think like a human and becomes the totem animal.  This strengthens the 
totem.

	Many of the great shamen from the ghost dance are now at peace in TiaVale, no longer 
concerned by the cares and worries of the mundanes and the unclean physical world.

	Who cares to leave paradise?


